Neurons in auditory cortex are central to our perception of sounds. However, the underlying neural codes, and the relevance of millisecond-precise spike timing in particular, remain debated. Here, we addressed this issue in the auditory cortex of alert nonhuman primates by quantifying the amount of information carried by precise spike timing about complex sounds presented for extended periods of time (random tone sequences and natural sounds). We investigated the dependence of stimulus information on the temporal precision at which spike times were registered and found that registering spikes at a precision coarser than a few milliseconds significantly reduced the encoded information. This dependence demonstrates that auditory cortex neurons can carry stimulus information at high temporal precision. In addition, we found that the main determinant of finely timed information was rapid modulation of the firing rate, whereas higher-order correlations between spike times contributed negligibly. Although the neural coding precision was high for random tone sequences and natural sounds, the information lost at a precision coarser than a few milliseconds was higher for the stimulus sequence that varied on a faster time scale (random tones), suggesting that the precision of cortical firing depends on the stimulus dynamics. Together, these results provide a neural substrate for recently reported behavioral relevance of precisely timed activity patterns with auditory cortex. In addition, they highlight the importance of millisecond-precise neural coding as general functional principle of auditory processing-from the periphery to cortex.
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hearing | neural code | spike timing | natural sounds | mutual information O ur auditory system can reliably encode natural sounds that vary simultaneously over many time scales, and from these sounds, it can extract behaviorally relevant information such as a speaker's identity or the sound qualities of musical instruments (1, 2) . Neurons in the auditory cortex are sensitive to temporally structured acoustic stimuli and likely play a central role in mediating their perception (3) . Yet, how exactly auditory cortex neurons use their temporal patterns of action potentials (spikes) to provide an information-rich representation of complex or natural sounds remains debated.
One central question pertains to the relevance of millisecondprecise spike times of individual auditory cortical neurons for stimulus encoding. Previous work has shown that onset responses to isolated brief sounds can be millisecond-precise and carry acoustic information (4) (5) (6) . However, auditory cortex neurons cannot lock their responses to rapid sequences of short stimuli. For example, during the repetitive presentation of brief sounds, their response precision degrades when the intersound interval becomes shorter than ≈10-20 ms. This finding argues against a role of millisecond-precise spike timing in the encoding of fast sequences of short sounds (7, 8) . In addition, studies on the decoding of complex sounds from single-trial responses reported time scales of 10-50 ms as optimal (9) or suggested only small benefits of knowing the spike timing in addition to knowing the spike rate (10, 11) . Together, these results may be taken to suggest that millisecond-precise spike timing of individual auditory cortex neurons may not encode additional information about complex sounds beyond that contained in the spike rate on the 10-to 20-ms scale. However, it could also be that the importance of precisely stimulus-locked spike patterns was masked in previous studies, because anesthetic drugs can suppress stimulus-synchronized spikes (12, 13) , because stimulus-induced temporal patterns of cortical activity may be less precise during the presentation of brief artificial sounds than during the presentation of extended periods of naturalistic sounds (14, 15) , or because some previously used analysis methods did not capture all possible information carried by the responses (16) .
Here, we investigated the role of millisecond-precise spike timing of individual neurons in the auditory cortex of alert nonhuman primates. In particular, unlike previous studies that used isolated and brief sounds, we considered the encoding of prolonged complex sounds that were presented as a continuous sequence. We computed direct estimates of the mutual information between stimulus and neural response, which can capture all of the information that neural responses carry about the sound stimuli. We found that auditory cortex neurons encode complex sounds by millisecond-precise variations in firing rates. Registering the same responses at a coarser (e.g., tens of millisecond) precision considerably reduced the amount of information that can be recovered.
Results
Encoding of Complex Sounds. We recorded single neurons' responses in the caudal auditory cortex of passively listening macaque monkeys. In a first experiment, we recorded the responses of 41 neurons to a sequence of pseudorandom tones (so called "random chords"; Fig. 1A ). Given that this stimulus has a short (few milliseconds) correlation time scale (Fig. 1B) , and given the debate about whether there could be a precise temporal encoding in the absence of response locking to fast sequences of stimulus presentations (7), random chords are particularly suited to determine whether precise spike timing can contribute to the encoding of complex sounds within a rich acoustic background. We found that responses to random chords were highly reliable and precisely timelocked across stimulus repeats, resulting in good alignment of spikes across trials and sharp peaks in the trial-averaged response (the peristimulus time histogram, PSTH). This precision is visualized by the example responses in Fig. 1C and Fig. S1 . The width of the peaks in the PSTH reflects the duration of stimulus-induced firing events and their trial-to-trial variability and can be used as a simple measure of response precision (17, 18) . By following Desbordes et al. (19) , we used the PSTH autocorrelogram to quantify the width of such peaks. For many neurons, this analysis revealed very narrow correlogram peaks (as illustrated by the example data; Fig. 1C and Fig. S1 ), indicating a response precision finer than 10 ms (the population median of the half-width at half-height of the PSTH autocorrelogram was 5 ms; Fig. 1D ).
Yet, the width of PSTH peaks does not fully establish the temporal scale at which spikes carry information, because, for example, spikes might encode stimulus information depending on where they occur within a PSTH peak. We thus used Shannon information [I(S;R); Eq. 1] to directly quantify the information carried by temporal spike patterns sampled at different temporal precision. Shannon information measures the reduction of uncertainty about the stimulus gained by observing a single trial response (averaged over all stimuli and responses) and was computed from many (average 55) repeats of the same stimulus sequence by using the direct method (20) . We computed the stimulus information carried by spike patterns characterized as "binary" (spike/no spike) sequences sampled in fine (1-ms) time bins, and used a temporal shuffling procedure to compare the stimulus information encoded at different "effective" response precisions. This shuffling procedure entailed shuffling spikes in nearby time bins (compare Methods and Fig. S2A ) and can be used to progressively degrade the effective precision of a spike train without affecting the statistical dimensionality of the data. As "stimuli" we considered eight randomly selected sections form the long stimulus sequence (Fig. S2B) . The resulting information estimates hence indicate how well these different sounds can be discriminated given the observed responses.
Estimating stimulus information from responses at effective precisions coarser than 1 ms resulted in a considerable information loss. This information loss is illustrated for the example neurons, which reveal a considerable drop in stimulus information with progressively degrading temporal precision (Fig. 1C and Fig. S1A ). Across the population of neurons, the dependency of stimulus information on response precision was quantified by normalizing information values at coarser precisions by the information derived from the original (1-ms precision) response (Fig. 1E) . Across neurons the information loss amounted to 5, 11, and 20% (median) for effective precisions of 4, 6, and 12 ms, respectively, demon- For each neuron, the absolute information values were normalized (100%) to the value at 1-ms precision. Boxplots indicate the median and 25th and 75th percentile across neurons. Information values from 1 to 6 ms were calculated by using Δt = 1-ms bins, whereby the effective precisions of 2, 3, and 6 ms were obtained by shuffling spikes in two, three, and six neighboring bins; values for 12, 24, and 48-ms precision were computed by using bins of Δt = 2, 4, and 8 ms, respectively, and by shuffling spikes in six neighboring bins. (F) Percentage of neurons with significant information loss (compared with 1-ms precision) at each effective temporal precision (bootstrap procedure, P < 0.05). Note that neurons with a significant information loss at (e.g., 4-ms) precision also lose information at even coarser precisions, hence resulting in an increasing proportion of neurons with decreasing effective precision.
strating that a considerable fraction of the encoded stimulus information is lost when sampling responses at coarser resolution. We evaluated the statistical significance of the information lost at coarser precision for individual neurons by using a bootstrap test. For each neuron we estimated the information lost by reducing the temporal precision given a (artificially generated) response that does not carry information at that particular precision (compare Methods). This bootstrap test demonstrated that the information loss was significant (P < 0.05) for some neurons already at 4-ms effective precision (7% of the neurons), and for nearly half the neurons (46%) at 12-ms precision (Fig. 1F) . In addition, we did not find neurons with a significant information loss when reducing the response precision from 1-to 2-ms bins. This result demonstrates that for the present dataset the temporal precision of information coding is coarser than one, but finer than ≈4-6 ms.
The information that each spike gains when registered at high precision can be better appreciated by expressing information values as information per spike. For those neurons with a significant loss at 12-ms precision (46% of the neurons), information per spike was 4.3 bits/spike (median) at 1-ms response precision and dropped to 3.6 and 2.6 bits/spike at 6 and 12-ms precision, respectively.
Response Features Contributing to Millisecond-Precise Coding. The above analysis demonstrates that auditory cortex neurons encode sounds by using responses with a temporal precision of a few milliseconds. This result raises the question of what specific aspects of the spike train carry this information. It could be that the only information-bearing feature is the temporal modulation of the PSTH, hence the time-dependent firing rate. However, it could also be that higher-order correlations within the spike response pattern carry additional information. We quantified the relative importance of PSTH modulations and of correlations between spike times by computing I PSTH (SI Methods, Eq. S1), which is a lower bound to the amount of stimulus information that can be extracted by an observer that considers only the timedependent firing rate but ignores higher-order correlations (21) .
We found that I PSTH accounted for 99 ± 0.2% of the total information I(S;R) that can be derived from the responses for precisions below 48 ms and 96 ± 1.6% at 48-ms precision (mean ± SEM across neurons). This high fraction demonstrates that essentially the entire stimulus information can be extracted without knowledge of higher-order correlations. Modulations of timedependent firing rate are thus a key factor in the auditory cortical representation of sounds.
Encoding of Natural Sounds. In a second experiment we further tested the importance of sampling responses at millisecond precision using an additional set of neurons (n = 31) recorded during the presentation of natural sounds. This stimulus ( Fig. 2A) , which has correlation time scale of few tens of milliseconds (Fig. 2B) , comprised a continuous sequence of environmental sounds, animal vocalizations and conspecific macaque vocalizations.
We found that responses to natural sounds were also characterized by high temporal precision: Several neurons (e.g., Fig. 2C , Upper) exhibited similarly precise responses as observed during random chord stimulation. For these neurons, spike times were reliable and precisely time-locked across stimulus repeats, resulting in sharp peaks in the trial-averaged response and narrow peaks in the PSTH autocorrelogram. However, other neurons exhibited responses with coarser precision and wider peaks in the PSTH (e.g., Fig. 2C , Lower). This neuron by neuron variability is reflected in the wide distribution of the PSTH-derived response precision (median, 16 ms; Fig. 2D ) and the wide distribution of information loss when reading responses at different effective temporal precisions (Fig. 2E ). In fact, across the entire sample of neurons, the proportional information lost by reducing the effective temporal precision was smaller than the results obtained during stimulation with random chords (compare Fig. 1) .
Importantly, however, a subset of neurons carried considerable stimulus information at high temporal precision and revealed a significant information loss when ignoring the temporal response precision. The fraction of neurons with significant information loss (bootstrap test; P < 0.05) was 11 and 17% at 6 and 12 ms, respectively (Fig. 2F ). For those with significant loss at 12 ms, the information transmitted per spike dropped from 3.8 bits/spike at 1 ms to 3.2 and 2.7 bits/spike (median) at 6 and 12 ms precision, respectively. This result demonstrates that millisecond-precise spike timing can also carry additional information about natural sounds that cannot be recovered from the spike count on the scale of ≈10 ms or coarser.
Discussion
Temporal Encoding of Sensory Information. Determining the precision of the neural code (i.e., the coarsest resolution sufficient to extract all of the information carried by a neuron's response) is a fundamental prerequisite for characterizing and understanding sensory representations (17, 18, (22) (23) (24) . In recent years, the temporal precision of neural codes has been systematically investigated in several sensory structures, and in many cases, it was suggested that the nervous system uses millisecond-precise activity to encode sensory information (22, 25, 26) . For example, neurons in rat somatosensory cortex encode information about whisker movements with a precision of a few milliseconds (27) , and the responses of retinal ganglion cells can account for the visual discrimination performance of the animal only if they are registered with millisecond precision (28) .
In the auditory system, the role of millisecond-precise spike times is well established at the peripheral and subcortical level (29, 30) , but it remains debated whether auditory cortical neurons encode acoustic information with millisecond-precise spike timing (8, 9, 11 ). Our results demonstrate that neurons in primate auditory cortex can indeed use spike times with a precision of a few milliseconds to carry information about complex and behaviorally relevant sounds, albeit at a precision coarser than found for peripheral or subcortical auditory structures. When sampling or decoding these responses at millisecond precision, considerably more information can be obtained than when decoding the same response at coarser precision. For example, about a third of the neurons exhibited a significant information loss at 6-ms effective precision. Our results also revealed that basically the entire information in the spike train is provided by the time-dependent firing rate and that higher order correlations between spike times add negligibly to this. Together these results show that auditory cortex neurons encode complex sounds by using finely timed modulations of the firing rate that occur on the scale of a few milliseconds.
It is tempting to hypothesize that such millisecond-precise single neuron-encoding serves as neural substrate for recently reported behavioral correlates of millisecond-precise cortical activity. For example, trained rats were shown to being able to report millisecond differences in patterns of electrical microstimulation applied to auditory cortex (31) , demonstrating that auditory cortex can access temporally precise patterns of local activity. In addition, another study demonstrated that behavioral performance can be better explained when decoding neural population activity sampled at a precision well below 10 ms than when decoding the same responses at coarser time scales (32) . The present results demonstrate that the responses of individual neurons can indeed contribute to such millisecond encoding of complex sounds.
Our finding that millisecond-precise spike patterns can carry considerable information about the acoustic environment suggests that neurons in higher auditory cortices should be sensitive to the timing of neurons in earlier cortices to extract such information. Acoustic information might hence be passed through the different stages of acoustic analysis by either preserving the temporal pre-cision of activity volleys generated in the auditory periphery, or by creating de novo temporally precise activity patterns that encode nontemporal features. In either case, our findings emphasize that precise response timing not only prevails at peripheral stages of the auditory system, but is a general principle of auditory coding throughout the sensory pathway.
Stimulus Decoding Versus Direct Information Estimates. Several previous analyses on the time scales of stimulus representations in auditory cortex were based on decoding techniques, which predict the most likely stimulus given the observation of a neural response (e.g., ref. 9), rather than direct estimates of mutual information as used here. By making specific assumptions, these methods reduce the statistical complexity and can yield reliable results also when only small amounts of experimental data are available. However, even well constructed decoders may not be able to capture all of the information carried by neural responses (16) . To determine whether such methodological aspects may affect the apparent temporal encoding precision, we compared results from linear stimulus decoding and direct information methods (compare SI Materials and Methods and SI Results). We found that linear decoding resulted in smaller losses of stimulus information when degrading temporal precision and, hence, would have indicated a coarser encoding time scale than that found with direct estimates of the stimulus information (SI Results and Fig. S3 ). This lower temporal sensitivity suggests that some decoding procedures may fail to reveal part of the information encoded by neurons at very fine precisions.
Dependency of Coding Precision on Stimulus Dynamics. Our results reveal a dependency of neural response precision on the prom- inent stimulus time scales: The average PSTH-derived response precision (Figs. 1D and 2D) was finer, and the information loss with decreasing response precision (Figs. 1E and 2E) was larger, for the chord stimulus, which had a much shorter autocorrelation time scale than the natural sounds (compare Figs. 1 and 2B) . Our results hence suggest that the neural response precision and the importance of millisecond-precise spike patterns may depend on the overall dynamics of stimulus presentation. In this regard, our findings parallel previous results obtained in the visual thalamus of anesthetized cats, where visual neurons were found to exhibit higher response precision for faster visual stimuli (18) . Our results hence generalize this dependency of neural coding time scales upon stimulus time scales to the auditory system, sensory cortex, and the alert primate. The apparent dependency of the encoding precision on stimulus dynamics also suggests that possibly even finer encoding precisions than reported here may be found when using stimuli of yet faster dynamics. In light of this stimulus dependency, our results may rather provide a lower bound on the effective precision, leaving the possibility that auditory cortex neurons might encode sensory information at the (sub) millisecond scale.
What biophysical mechanisms could be responsible for the generation of stimulus information at high temporal spike precision in the context of more rapidly modulating sensory stimuli? A simple hypothesis is that precision of spike times is determined by the slope of the membrane voltage when crossing the firing threshold, with steeper slopes resulting in more precise spike times (17, 33) . On the basis of this hypothesis, our results suggest that stimuli with faster dynamics elicit more rapid membrane depolarizations and, hence, more precisely timed spikes that, in return, then encode stimulus information at high temporal precision. Moreover, a recent study proposed that cortical networks driven by static or slowly varying inputs are unable to encode information by reliable and precise spikes times (34) . In light of this previous result, our results suggest that during stimulation with complex sounds input to auditory cortex is varying sufficiently rapid to enable the representation of stimulus information by millisecond-precise spike timing.
In addition to depending on the overall stimulus dynamics, auditory cortex responses are also modulated by sounds that occurred several seconds in the past (35, 36) . This history or context dependence might be very relevant to the study of neural codes: For example, previous studies reporting a 10-to 20-ms coarse coding precision of auditory cortex neurons were based on the presentation of short stimuli (natural sounds or clicks) interspersed with long periods of silence (9, 11) . In such paradigms, individual "target" sounds are presented in a context of silence. In contrast to such a paradigm, we here presented continuous sequences of sounds, hence effectively embedding each target sound in the context of other (similar) sounds. Our finding of a higher coding precision than in previous studies might well result from this difference in stimulation paradigm. Future studies should directly investigate the context dependency of neural coding time scales, by e.g., presenting the same set of stimuli either separated by extended periods of silence or embedded in a context of stimuli of the same kind. Addressing this issue will be crucial to understand how the brain forms sensory representations which can operate efficiently in continuously changing sensory environments.
Materials and Methods
Recording Procedures and Data Extraction. All procedures were approved by the local authorities (Regierungspräsidium Tübingen) and were in full compliance with the guidelines of the European Community (Directive 86/ 609/EEC). Neural activity was recorded from the caudal auditory cortex of three adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) by using procedures detailed in studies (15, 37) . Briefly, single neuron responses were recorded by using multiple microelectrodes (1-6 MOhm impedance) and amplified (Alpha Omega system) and digitized at 20.83 kHz. Recordings were performed in a dark and anechoic booth, while animals were passively listening to the acoustic stimuli. Recording sites were assigned to auditory fields (primary field A1 and caudal belt fields CM and CL) based on stereotaxic coordinates, frequency maps constructed for each animal, and the responsiveness for tone vs. band-passed stimuli (37) . Spike-sorted activity was extracted by using commercial spike-sorting software (Plexon Offline Sorter) after high-pass filtering the raw signal at 500 Hz (third-order Butterworth filter). Only units with high signal to noise (SNR > 10) and <1% of spikes with interspike intervals shorter than 2 ms were included in this study.
Acoustic Stimuli. Sounds (average 65 dB sound pressure level) were delivered from two calibrated free field speakers (JBL Professional) at 70-cm distance. Two different kinds of stimuli were used. The first was a 40-s sequence of pseudorandom tones ("random chords"). This sequence was generated by presenting multiple tones (125-ms duration) at different frequencies (12 fixed frequency bins per octave), with each tone frequency appearing (independently of the others) with an exponentially distributed intertone interval (range 30-1,000 ms, median 250 ms; see Fig. 1A for a spectral representation). The second was a continuous 52-s sequence of natural sounds. This sequence was created by concatenating 21 each 1-to 4-sec-long snippets of various naturalistic sounds, without periods of silence in between (animal vocalizations, environmental sounds, conspecific vocalizations, and short samples of human speech; Fig. 2A ). Each stimulus was repeated multiple times (on average 55 repeats of the same stimulus, range 39-70 repeats) and for a given recording site only one of the two stimuli was presented.
The temporal structure of these stimuli was quantified by using the autocorrelation of individual frequency bands. The envelope of individual quarter octave bands was extracted by using third-order Butterworth filters and applying the Hilbert transform, and the autocorrelation was computed. This calculation revealed that the correlation time constant of the random chords extended over <20 ms (Fig. 1B) and was considerably shorter than that of the natural sounds (Fig. 2B) .
Information Theoretic Analysis. Information theoretic analysis was based on direct estimates of stimulus information I(S;R) and followed detailed procedures (15, 38, 39) . The Shannon (mutual) information between a set of stimuli S and a set of neural responses R is defined as IðS; RÞ ¼ ∑ r;s PðsÞPðrjsÞlog 2 PðrjsÞ PðrÞ ; [1] with P(s) the probability stimulus s, P(r |s) the probability of the response r given presentation of stimulus s, and P(r) the probability of response r across all trials to any stimulus. It is important to note that, in the formalism used here, the information theoretic calculation does not make assumptions about the particular acoustic features driving the responses (see also refs. 15 and 40). As a result, our information estimates the overall amount of knowledge about the sensory environment that can be gained from neural response. The stimuli for the information analysis were defined by eight (randomly selected) 1-s-long sections from the long sound sequences (Fig. S2B) . For each section, the time axis was divided into a number of nonoverlapping time windows of length T (here ranging from 6 to 48 ms), and for each window, we computed the information carried by the neural responses about which of these eight different complex sounds was being presented. Information values were then averaged over all time windows and over 50 sets of randomly selected eight sound sections to ensure independence of results on the exact selection of stimulus chunks. The limited sampling bias of the information values was corrected by using established procedures described in SI Materials and Methods.
Information Dependence on Effective Response Precision. Responses were characterized as binary n-letter words, whereby the letter in each time (Δt) indicates the absence (0) or presence of at least one spike (1) . Here, we considered bins of Δt = 1, 2, 4, and 8 ms and patterns of length n = 6. To quantify the impact of reading responses at different effective precisions, we compared the information in the full pattern and patterns of degraded precision. To reduce the effective response precision we shuffled (independently across trials and stimuli) the responses in groups of N neighboring time bins, where the parameter N indicates the temporal extent of the shuffling (Fig. S2A) . It is important to note that this shuffling procedure does not alter the statistical dimensionality (number of time bins N) of the data and allows investigating different effective temporal precisions without changing the absolute length of the time window T. The latter is important because the associated biases of the information estimate are kept constant (38) and because it avoids spurious scaling of the information values by changing the considered time window T: Direct information estimates increase rapidly with decreasing window T because the use of short windows can underestimate the redundancy of the information carried by spikes in adjacent response windows when these windows become too short (41, 42) . Note that this shuffling procedure is equivalent to decreasing the spiking precision by randomly jittering spike times within the window T with a jitter taken from a uniform distribution.
To quantify the information loss induced by ignoring the response precision, we normalized (for each neuron) the information value obtained at coarser precisions by the values at 1-msprecision (hence defined as 100%, compare Figs. 1E and 2E) and calculated the information loss as the difference of the normalized information to 100%. To evaluate the statistical significance of the information loss for individual neurons, we used a nonparametric bootstrap procedure: For each unit, we first randomly shuffled along the time dimension the neural response independently in each trial and then computed the percent information loss when evaluating the randomized response at coarser effective precisions. This procedure was repeated 500 times, and the 95th percentile (P = 0.05) was used as the statistical threshold to identify significant information loss.
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Correction of the Limited Sampling Bias in Direct Estimates of
Information. Direct estimates of mutual information can suffer from a bias due to the limited amount of data available to calculate the conditional probabilities P(r|s) (compare Eq. 1). This sampling bias in the information estimate was corrected by using a multistep procedure, which combines the established shuffling technique (1) and the quadratic extrapolation procedure (2) . For details of this procedure, see refs. 3 and 4. The performance of this procedure with the number of trials was tested on simulated data in several previous reports (3) (4) (5) (6) . A test of the performance on simulated data with first-order statistical properties matching those of the real auditory cortical neurons analyzed here was performed as follows (we refer to ref. 3 for full details): We computed the time varying peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) in 4-ms bins collected in response to the natural sound stimulus. Then, for a given neuron a simulated set of responses was generated by using an inhomogeneous Poisson process with the same PSTH as in the real experiment. We then studied the variation of the information estimates as a function of the number of simulated trials included in the estimate (see figure S2 in ref. 3 for an example). The critical parameters for the performance of bias correction procedures are the number of trials per stimulus N (which was in the range 39-70 in the real data, with mean 55) and the cardinality R of the response space (i.e., the number of possible different responses that can be observed), which was R = 2 6 = 64 in this study. The larger R (and the smaller N), the more difficult is to correct for the bias (1). The simulations showed that our algorithm is highly data robust, with very mild degradation of performance when decreasing the number of trials. In particular, the information estimate converged to within 4 and 1% of the "asymptotic" (large trial number) value when using 32 and 64 trials per stimulus, respectively (average over all simulated neurons), suggesting that our information theoretic calculations provide a good estimate of the actual values.
Evaluation of the Relative Importance of PSTH Modulations and of
Correlations Between Spike Times in Information Transmission. In the main text, we computed how mutual information I(S; R) (Eq. 1) depends on the precision at which neural responses are sampled. This calculation is useful to prove that precise spike times are important for encoding, but it is not sufficient to determine what aspects of the spike train are most crucial for information transmission. The simplest possibility is that the only informationbearing feature of the spike train is the temporal modulation of the PSTH. The PSTH is proportional to the time-dependent firing rate and expresses the first-order statistical properties of the spike train at a given temporal resolution. A second possibility is that neuronal firing cannot be described completely by its first-order statistics, and information is encoded by high order statistical properties of the spike train, such as correlations between spike pairs that cannot be explained by firing rate modulations. In this second case, an observer of the spike train would not be able to decode all information available in the spike train unless it takes into account such higher-order correlations between spike times.
We characterized the relative importance of PSTH modulations and correlations between spike times by estimating how much stimulus information can be extracted even by a decoder that considers only the time-dependent firing rate and ignores temporal correlations. By following refs. 7-9, a lower bound to this information can be computed by using the following equation:
PðrjsÞ log 2 P PSTH ðrjsÞ P PSTH ðrÞ ;
[S1]
where P PSTH ðrjsÞis the probability of observing response r to stimulus s if the neuron fired according to a time-dependent Poisson process with the same PSTH as the one of the neuron under analysis, and P PSTH ðrÞ ¼ ∑ r P PSTH ðrjsÞPðsÞ.
To determine whether correlations are needed to extract most information from the spike train, it is useful to compare the value of I PSTH to the value of IðS; RÞ, which quantifies the overall amount of information that can be obtained from the neuronal response taking into account all its characteristics. By information theoretic inequalities it can be proved that I PSTH ≤ IðS; RÞ. If the ratio I PSTH =IðS; RÞ is close to 1, then most information carried by the spike train can be extracted even by a downstream observer of neural activity that pays attention only to the first-order statistics and neglects correlations. The quantity I PSTH was corrected for the limited sampling bias using the same procedures used for the overall information IðS; RÞand reported above.
Stimulus Decoding. An alternative approach to computing the mutual information between stimulus and neural response are methods based on explicit models for stimulus decoding, such as linear discriminant analysis (10, 11) . By making particular assumptions, such as the linear separability of the responses to different stimuli, these methods reduce the statistical complexity of estimating the information conveyed by neural responses about the stimulus and can yield reliable results also for problems where only small amounts of experimental data are available.
However, a decoding approach may miss critical ways in which a response eliminates uncertainty about the stimulus, such as by making incorrect or oversimplified assumptions about the stimulusresponse relationship. For example, a linear decoder (as e.g., described below) would fail to capture the contribution of nonlinear stimulus-response relationships. Another reason why decoding approaches may not capture all information encoded by a neural response is that responses may encode information by other means than just indicating the most likely stimulus (11, 12) . For example, the knowledge that a particular stimulus is totally unlikely can provide considerable information that would not be captured by a decoder extracting the most likely stimulus, even if this decoder makes all of the proper assumptions about the stimulus-response relationship (11) . In contrast to the decoder, information theory has the advantages of quantifying all of the knowledge that can be gained from a response and of taking possible nonlinear stimulusresponse relationships into account.
Here, we used a linear decoder to probe the stimulus-response relation at different response precisions. Details of the procedure are described as follows. General principle. Stimulus decoding analysis is a direct approach to test how well a predeterminedset of stimuli canbe discriminated given the set of observed responses. Here we used a linear discriminant decoder in conjunction with a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure. Practically, the decoding was done as follows. We randomly selected eight 1-s chunks from each of the long sounds (Fig. S2 ) and used these as eight stimuli for decoding. For each trial and stimulus, we then repeated the following: (i) The average responses to all other seven stimuli were computed across all repeats of the respective stimuli. (ii) For the current stimulus the mean response was computed by averaging across all trials, excluding the current "test" trial.
(iii) The Euclidean distance (over time points) was computed be-tween the response on the test trial and all eight average responses. The test trial was decoded as that stimulus yielding the minimal distance to the test response. This procedure was repeated for each trial of each of the eight stimuli, and the total percentage of correctly decoded trials and the confusion matrix were determined. It should be noted that this decoding operation is based only on the likelihood of the neural response given the stimulus and, therefore, implicitly assumes that all stimuli have the same prior probability of being presented, as it actually happens in our experiment by design. Response definition and temporal precision. Decoding was applied to the same eight stimulus chunks used for the information analysis and individual neuron's responses were sampled at 1-ms resolution (resulting in a response vector of 250 points). To study the impact of temporal response precision on decoding, we used a temporal shuffling procedure. The temporal precision of the response was manipulated by shuffling (independently across trials and stimuli) the responses in groups of n neighboring time bins, where the parameter n indicates the temporal extend of the shuffling. Importantly, this shuffling procedure preserves the original number of time bins and, hence, the statistical dimension of the data, but reduces the effective precision at which the response is "read" by the decoder. Decoding performance quantification. To quantify the performance of the decoder, we derived the information provided by the "confusion" matrix of the decoder. The values on a given row s and column d of the confusion matrix Q(d | s) represent the fraction of trials on which the presented stimulus s was decoded to be stimulus d. If decoding is perfect, the values in Q will be one on the diagonal and zero otherwise. The confusion matrix is of interest not only because it provides an intuitive picture of the decoding success and errors, but also because it provides a direct link to information theory. The information in the confusion matrix is defined by the following equation:
QðdjsÞ QðdÞ :
Information theoretic inequalities ensure that I(S;D) ≤ I(S;R), with I(S;R) being the direct information estimate (13) . It is important to note that even for an optimal decoder, the extracted information may be strictly less than the information available in the response. This inequality comes because the decoding operation captures only one aspect of the information carried by the population response, namely the identity of the most likely stimulus. Mutual information [I(S;R)], in contrast, quantifies the overall knowledge about the stimulus gained with the single-trial response, including information carried by the absence of a response in a particular time window, or by providing evidence about the relative likelihood of different stimuli (14) . As a consequence, methods of (linear) decoding can provide considerable insight about the stimulus-response relationship but may fall short in capturing all of the knowledge that can be gained by observing a neural response.
Characterization of Neural Precision by Peristimulus Time Histogram
(PSTH) Autocorrelation Width. By following Desbordes et al. (15) , the temporal precision of a neuron's response can be measured by using the width of the central peak in the temporal autocorrelogram of the trial averaged PSTH. Under assumptions described in ref. 15 , this analysis provides a good measure of the width of typical peaks in the neuron's response. We here computed this measure by first calculating the temporal autocorrelation of the trial averaged response and defined the response precision as the half-width at half-height (HWHH) of the central peak of the autocorrelogram.
SI Results
Stimulus Decoding Versus Direct Information Estimates. Several previous analyses on the time scales of stimulus representations were based on decoding techniques. By making specific assumptions, such as the linear separability of the responses to different stimuli, these methods reduce the statistical complexity and can yield reliable results also when only small amounts of experimental data are available. However, even for optimal well constructed decoders, the extracted information may be strictly less than the total information available in the response (11), because the decoding operation captures only one aspect of the response: the identity of the most likely stimulus. Direct estimates of mutual information [I(S;R)], in contrast, quantify the overall knowledge about the stimulus gained from a single-trial response including, for example, information carried by the amount of certainty with which the most likely stimulus was predicted, or by providing evidence about which are the less likely stimuli given the neural response. As a consequence, decoding methods might underestimate the contribution of precise spike timing. Indeed, when using a linear decoder to probe the stimulus-response relation at different effective precisions, we found a reduced information loss compared with the direct information estimates reported above. Fig. S3 directly compares the normalized information values obtained with the direct estimate from the responses to random chords (as in Fig. 1E ) to the information extracted from the linear decoder (Eq. S2). For all temporal precisions, the information loss suggested by the decoder was smaller than that obtained from the direct information estimate, with the difference between the two methods amounting up to 60% at 48 ms effective precision. This result shows that the information carried by precisely timed spikes is better revealed when considering the full dependency between stimulus and response and might be underestimated by decoding approaches. ... Fig. 1E ) and from the confusion matrix of a linear decoder (red). It demonstrates that in this situation, a linear decoding method reveals a smaller drop in stimulus information with progressively coarser effective temporal precision than the direct method. For each neuron, information was normalized (100%) to the value at 1-ms precision. Boxplots indicate the median and 25th-75th percentile across neurons.
